
!
ARGENTINA  BUENOS AIRES & CALAFATE 8 days!!
Itinerary:!!
Day 1 :  Buenos Aires !!Upon arrival in Buenos Aires transfer to hotel.!!Lodging:  Dazzler Tower Maipu hotel!!
Day 2 : Buenos Aires - City Tour (B)!After breakfast start your city tour visiting Plaza de Mayo, Cathedral, Government House, San 
Telmo (Antique district), La Boca (Italian district) where Buenos Aires turns colorful and tango is 
ever present. Continue to Caminito St., Madero Port, Palermo Park and Recoleta (Fashion 
district) where the big palaces are a reminder that Buenos Aires was once the Paris of the 
South. Onwards to the Colón Theater, Obelisk, 9 of July Av., monuments, museums, typical 
neighborhoods, architecture and churches of this stunning city.!!Lodging:  Dazzler Tower Maipu hotel!
Day 3 : Buenos Aires  (B)!After breakfast enjoy a free day, you have the opportunity to book a ranch tour which evoke 
stirring images of Argentinaʼs prosperity. You arrive at Estancia “Santa Susana”. Gauchos riding 
their horses escort you from the gates to a welcome drink and empanadas - meat or corn pie 
with wine or orange juice. Lunch will be served the traditional “asado” barbecue with wine, beer 
and other drinks. You are entertained with music and dance. The most exciting spectacle is yet 
to come as gauchos demonstrate skills astride their horses.!!Lodging:  Dazzler Tower Maipu hotel!!!
Day 4 : Buenos Aires - Tiger cruise (B)!After breakfast enjoy the tiger and cruising the delta. On the way to Tiger you visit the riverside 
elegant suburbs of Olivos, San Isidro. At Parana River you board a motor boat and head out 
along the Delta of the Parana River waterways. You see beautiful weekend houses, brightly-
painted wooden shacks and yacht clubs. In the evening you can book an optional tango dinner 
show!!Lodging:  Dazzler Tower Maipu hotel!!
Day 5 : Buenos Aires - Calafate (B)!!After breakfast transfer to the airport for domestic flight to El Calafate, a charming village 
located on the shores of the Lago Argentino and it is the entrance to the Glaciers National Park. 
Considered the glacier capital of South America home to the Perito Moreno Glacier, one of the 
only glaciers in the world that is still advancing.!!Lodging:  Kosten Aike hotel!



Day 6 : Calafate - Perito Moreno Glacier (B)!!After an early breakfast pick up for a full day excursion to Perito Moreno Glacier. This park has 
been declared as Mankind Heritage by UNESCO. Those glaciers here show a 10 thousand-
year-old world, cold and wild. The most famous one is Perito Moreno, in the southwestern end 
of the Argentino Lake 80 km away from El Calafate. It’s called after a great Argentinian explorer 
of the last century. It is one of the most spectacular natural shows in South America. From time 
to time its 60 m high snout releases ice walls the size of buildings falling into Rico Bend or 
Canal de los Témpanos, form there they continue sailing along the channel to the main area of 
the lake. The glacier, while moving forward comes closer to the Magallanes Peninsula, the 
opposite lake bank as well as footbridge and viewpoint area. This cycle takes from 4 to 6 years 
and eventually separates the lake into two areas. !!Lodging:  Kosten Aike hotel!!
Day 7 : Calafate (B)!!After breakfast you have the day to explore more of the beautiful area on your own with ample 
opportunities for walks and hikes around.!!Lodging:  Kosten Aike hotel!!
Day 8 : Calafate - Departure (B)!!After breakfast transfer from hotel to the airport for your return flight!
!!!!!
!!!!!!!


